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Email: Password: Forgot? Ticketmaster's payment system is outdated. I'd like to
change thisQ: BigDecimal'seconds' I am trying to understand what method can be
used to convert BigDecimal to String. String str = 123456789.0.toString(); Should

it be: new BigDecimal(str).setScale(2, RoundingMode.HALF_EVEN); Or new
BigDecimal(str).setScale(2, RoundingMode.HALF_UP); Which one is correct? A:
The java.math.BigDecimal class provides a method for converting to a string,

BigDecimal.toString()). Thus the first code snippet you have given should do the
job. Also the correct method is setScale. Q: Concatenate integer and string as
column name in mysql I have to get a SELECT * query result as below, where I

need the field names to be concatenated with the Number value in db. SELECT *
FROM table AS Number#; SELECT * FROM table AS 'Number#' Sample result

+----+----------+----------+ | | Column_1 | Column_2 | +----+----------+----------+ | | 1 |
1 | | | 1 | 2 | | | 2 | 2 | | | 2 | 2 | +----+----------+----------+ I am looking for the way to
fetch these values and populate into the db. A: Use concat() select * from table

AS Number# concat(number, '#'); select * from table as `Number#` getDate(2));
Log.e(TAG, "Calendar mYear value:" + mCal
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Hello! We are a group of russian developers who want to create the new.mov
variant of porn tube site - vidup.com, as more porn vids and porn movies then big
sites with.com domains.At first we want to create ours animated porn for "Adult
category" only. We are still in the process of creating the system. Also we would
like to ask, is it possible to register our site as an "adult category" on PornHub.
We are also creating search engine for video results, but at first we just want to

see if is it possible to register on the listed porn tube site, and if so, we would like
to have an option to link our site to it. As you can imagine, the site will go strictly
adult, but we are trying to make it look and feel like regular, big tube site. As an
example, on this page is our sister site, which is built on top of the same system

as vidup.com, but for all generic porn. Now the site is almost complete, but I
would like to make couple of visual modifications, probably even (as the site isn't

live yet) update few articles. Also on this page is the same site for PC, with all
changes which we applied to the site on the.com version, while the.mov version
hasn't changed. We don't want to redirect the visitors, but on every link on the
site they are redirected to this url: removed, login to view]/. Although it is not a
redirect, but a fully working URL, that is we can see video for any site, not only

porn sites. We are trying to replace couple of ads on the site by own, embedded
ads in pages. This is really difficult to find, sometimes even minviewreorts a

standalone free.mov porn tube. We have to make it more standard, and we would
like to use as much as possible our self made ads. Also we have some ideas for
promotion, like changing background colors of certain page templates, using
javascript to change fields in forms, creating countdown timer for promotion,

changing prices for paid content, etc. We would like to show you a site which has
been built for adult, but is still under development. removed, login to view]/ is the

link to that site.So far it is a regular.mov porn, which
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